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VIGIL Client - AutoView
In VIGIL™ Client v11, 3xLOGIC has introduced AutoViews. An AutoView allows 
users to instantly assemble a camera layout using a pre-configured search 
filter. With standard saved views, a user must build a camera layout manually, 
save the view and then deploy the view whenever they login to VIGIL Client. 
When an AutoView is selected, VIGIL will search all available cameras from 
a chosen VIGIL Server using the filter criteria you created in the AutoView 
settings. Any cameras with names or input numbers that match the filter 
criteria will be displayed in the viewer. 
This tool can be especially helpful in field applications where naming schemes 
are used to group and identify cameras. For example, if a VIGIL site groups 
PoS cameras using the name-scheme Register 1, Register 2, Register 3, etc...
an AutoView configured to use a wildcard search for the term “Register” will 
instantly load all cameras featuring “Register” in  their name into the camera 
layout. 

VIGIL Client  - New Flat UI Color Scheme
With VIGIL Client v11 comes a whole new interface color scheme. The new 
darker theme gives VIGIL Client a more modern feel and is intended to 
make the software more accessible while also being more energy efficient 
by reducing white pixel count. Some advantages of this new color scheme 
include:
� Improved text readability
� Improved contrast
� Reduced eye-fatigue
� Reduced flicker on aging monitors
� Reduced blue light exposure
� Energy savings

ANPR Utility - Expanded Camera Integration
Automatic Number Plate Recognition (LPR) utility now integrated into VIGIL 
11. Seamlessly integrates with 3rd party ANPR cameras.

VIGIL VCM  - Improved Performance
In VIGIL 11, VCM has seen several changes under the hood to improve 
performance and heighten the user experience. For example, data reporting 
profiles can now be edited and saved independently of the VIGIL Server list, 
doing away with long settings save times during configuration. Contact us today for a product demonstration:  

1.877.3XLOGIC or www.3xlogic.com/training-and-
education.
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